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I NTRODUCTION
Easy Datalogger for iDaq (in the follow EDL) is the best solution for everyone who
needs a quick and easy tool to create a synoptic panel and store data on disk from
one or more devices. It supports different data types (analog signals, digital signals,
and images) and different saving frequencies. It includes an easy-to-use front panel
that permits you to minimize the time spent learning the program so that you can only
focus on your own tasks. In the main window of Easy Data Logger, analog input,
digital input, digital output, analog output, and image objects are shown. For each
object you can select your favorite indicator (text, gauge, vertical slide, horizontal slide,
meter, chart, LED, picture).

D ISTRIBUTIONS
EDL is available in two distributions:
•

ADD-ON for iDaq: EDL is executed inside iDaq environment and can be part of
iDaq projects.

•

Stand-alone application: EDL is installed and executed on a PC WITHOUT
iDaq.

R EQUIREMENTS
In this section requirements for using EDL are listed.

M INIMUM

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

Ensure that your computer fulfills the following hardware requirements:
•

Dual core CPU or higher.

•

2 GB RAM (4 GB is strongly recommended).

•
•

Display resolution 1280x768 or higher.
250 MB free space on disk required by Easy Data Logger for iDaq.

•

Mouse or other pointing device.

M INIMUM

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

Ensure that your computer fulfills the following software requirements:
•
•

OS: Windows 7 or higher.
.NET Framework 2.0 or higher.

•

iDaq. You can download an evaluation copy of iDaq at
https://www.idaq-datalogger.com/en/features
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I NSTALLATION
Download Easy Data Logger for iDaq from
https://www.idaq-datalogger.com/en/products/addons/easy-datalogger
and follow the installation steps.
Once installation is completed, you can run Easy Data Logger for iDaq through the
desktop shortcut. All files are installed into <program files>\TOOLS for SMART
MINDS\ Easy Data Logger for iDaq folder.

F EATURES OF E ASY D ATA L OGGER FOR I D AQ
Easy Data Logger for iDaq is an easy and quick tool that permits to create custom
synoptic panels with analog and digital signals, buttons and images. Easy Data
Logger for iDaq permits to access both to basic and advanced features through a
simple user interface.
Easy Data Logger for iDaq has the following features:
•

Easy-to-use front panel.

•
•

Allows the creation of custom synoptic panels.
Different data types: analog input, digital input, digital output, analog ouput
and images.

•

Supports several indicators for the visualization of analog input signals (text,
gauge, vertical slide, horizontal slide, and chart).
Round LED and square LED available for digital input.
Slide controls are available for analog output.
Customizable indicator appearance.
Allows setting of output digital lines.
More objects on the main interface can be created for a single resource.
Threshold management (analog input).
Virtual channels.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supports TDMS and DSV (Delimited-Separated Values).

•
•

Customizable delimiter character (DSV files).
Customizable number of decimal digits in the saved files (DSV files)

•
•

Automatic file compacting (TDMS files).
Automatically file splitting.

•

Several saving frequencies available (from 1/1 min to 1000 kHz).

•
•
•
•

Auto recording at start-up.
Programmable triggers.
Programmable actions to be done following a trigger.
Zero offset feature.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Customizable background image.
Customizable background color.
Text-to-speech feature.
Support of cloud: Drop Box, Google Drive, and One Drive.
Lockable from iDaq (ADD-ON version only).
Simple and intuitive interface.
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•

Exploiting iDaq features, Easy Data Logger permits to connect and select
channels of different National Instruments devices, whether local or remote.
You can select any device connected to iDaq.
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U SER INTERFACE
Easy Data Logger for iDaq has a simple and intuitive interface that permits users to
access both to several basic and advanced functions in ease. The following image
shows the main window of Easy Data Logger for iDaq.

F IGURE 1 – E ASY D ATA L OGGER FOR I D AQ , USER

INTERFACE

The objects available in the main window are:
1.
2.

Session name.
Command panel. It contains the main commands the user can utilise to
access the main features of Easy Data Logger for iDaq. The command panel
is composed of the following buttons:
a. Selection. It allows the selection of iDaq resources (analog input,
digital input, images, and digital output). For each selected resource,
an object in the blackboard window will be created. For more details,
view section Creating a new object
b. Rec/Stop. It starts and stops recording manually. When a new
recording session starts, some commands are disabled.
c. Edit mode. It enables/disables edit mode. When edit mode is
enabled, editing of objects, storage parameters, trigger parameters
and other actions can be done. For more details about edit mode,
view Section EDL Modalities.
d. Enable/Disable triggers. This buttons enables/disabled all the
defined.
e. Browse. This button opens the data folder used to save recording
sessions. The data folder can be set in the storage options window. If
this folder has not been specified, a default value is used (<iDaq
folder>\AddonsData\<session name> folder).
f. Disable visualization. When visualization is disabled, indicators (text,
gauge, picture, button, etc…) in the main panel are not shown. Notice
11
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3.

that acquisition and saving are not affected by the visualization
status.
g. Edit note. It allows the insertion of general notes. For more details,
h. Editing note.
i. Full screen. It enables/disables full screen mode. If a background
image is used, this feature is disabled.
j. Help palette. It permits to perform different operations: viewing user
guide, editing credentials, viewing license manager, and viewing more
details about EDL.
k. Exit.
Recording start time. It shows the time when the current recording session
has started. This field is displayed only during the recording session.

F IGURE 2 – R ECORDING S TART T IME

4.

Current file size. It shows the size (KB) of the current file. This field is updated
every 5 seconds and it is displayed only during the recording session.

F IGURE 3 – C URRENT F ILE S IZE

5.

6.

Main panel. In this panel, all the created objects are shown. EDL supports
several objects you can use for your resources. Supported objects are text,
vertical slide, horizontal slide, gauge, meter, chart, picture, round LED, square
LED, and buttons. For more details about EDL objects, view section Objects
and Resources.
Recording indicator. It indicates the recording status. It is displayed only
during the recording session.

F IGURE 4 – R ECORDING I NDICATOR
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O BJECTS AND RESOURCES
EDL supports different types of resources that you can select and visualize. Moreover,
for each resource type, different objects can be used.
Supported resources are:
•

Analog inputs. For this resource, supported object types are Text, Gauge,
Vertical slide, Horizontal slide, Meter, and Chart.
The following figure shows an example of them.

F IGURE 5 - E XAMPLE

OF ANALOG INPUT OBJECT TYPES

Chart object can be used to display more analog inputs together.
•

Digital inputs. As shown in the following figure, this resource type can be
displayed through Round LED and Digital LED.

F IGURE 6 - E XAMPLE

OF DIGITAL INPUT OBJECT TYPES
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•

Images. As shown in the following figure, this resource is displayed through the
object Picture.

F IGURE 7 - E XAMPLE

•

P ICTURE

OBJECT USED TO DISPLAY IMAGES

Digital outputs. They are represented by the object Button. The following figure
shows and example of it.

F IGURE 8 - E XAMPLES

•

OF THE

OF THE

B UTTON

OBJECT USED TO REPRESENT DIGITAL OUTPUTS

Analog Outputs. As shown in the following figure, this resource is displayed
through the object Slide Output.

F IGURE 9 - E XAMPLE

OF THE

S LIDE O UTPUT

OBJECT USED TO DISPLAY IMAGES

Notice that objects of analog inputs, digital inputs and images display data acquired
from iDaq. Vice versa, Button and Analog Output objects do not show any acquired
data but they allow setting of digital lines and analog values, respectively.
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EDL MODALITIES
EDL supports different modalities, each of which allows you to perform different
operations. Available modalities are:
•
•

Edit Mode.
Move Mode.

•
•

Recording Mode.
Standard Mode.

E DIT

MODE

When EDL is in Edit mode, you can edit all the application settings. As reported in the
following figure, when Edit mode is enabled, the Application Editor window is shown.

F IGURE 10 - A PPLICATION E DITOR

When EDL is in Edit mode, object palettes are also available. Analog Input objects
have a simplified palette when Edit Mode is disabled. The following figure shows an
example of the palette of a text object. To view palette of an object, enable Edit mode
and click on the object in the main window.
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F IGURE 11 - E XAMPLE

OF AN OBJECT PALETTE

With the Application Editor and object palettes, you can perform several operations:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Add a new object.
Edit or delete an existing object.
Align objects.
Edit general settings.
Edit storage settings.
Edit trigger settings.
Enable/Disable triggers.
Enable/Disable Auto recording at start-up.
Enable/Disable Zero offset (analog input objects).
Enable/Disable Text-To-Speech (analog input objects).
View a chart of the channels related to a specific object (analog input
objects).
Create/Edit virtual channels.
Enable/Disable Move mode.
Lock the application.

For more details about Application Editor and Object palettes, view Sections
Application editor Window and Object palette, respectively.
To enable Edit mode, click on the Edit mode Button in the main window. To disable
Edit mode, close the Application Editor Window or re-click on the Edit mode button.
Notice that when Edit mode is enabled, Button object cannot be pressed.
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M OVE

MODE

Move mode is a sub-modality of Edit mode, hence it is available only when Edit mode
is enabled. When EDL is in Move mode, you can move objects in your favorite
position. As reported in the following figure, when Move mode is enabled, the Move
Object window is shown.

F IGURE 12 - M OVE

OBJECT WINDOW

Referring to the previous image, the Move Object Window is composed of the
following elements:
1.

2.

3.
4.

Arrows for object move. When one of these arrows are pressed, the
selected object is moved in the relative direction. To select an object, click
on it while Move mode is active.
Precision move. It switches between precision and rough move. When
precision move is enabled, by clicking on an arrow, the selected object is
slightly moved. Vice versa, when rough move is enabled, displacement is
greater.
Current position of selected object.
Close. It closes Move Object window and disabled Move Mode.

As shown in the following figure, you can also drag an object in your favorite position
simply by dragging the object in the desired position. This procedure allows you to
move objects easily, without using arrows of Move Object Window.
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F IGURE 13 AND 14 - M OVING

AN OBJECT

To enable Move mode, click on the Move Mode button in the Application window or
object palette. To disable Move mode, close the Move Object Window or re-click on
the Move Mode button in the Application window.
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R ECORDING

AND

S TANDARD M ODE

Recording mode is enabled when a recording session is active. As shown in the
following figure, during recording mode, Selection Button and Edit mode Button are
disabled.

F IGURE 15 - M AIN

WINDOW DURING RECORDING MODE

Standard mode it the last available modality. EDL is in Standard mode when no other
modality is active.
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R UNNING E ASY D ATA L OGGER FOR I D AQ
When Easy Data Logger for iDaq starts, the following window appears:

F IGURE 16 –S ESSION S ELECTION

WINDOW

This window requires inserting a session name for the current session. This window
also shows a list of existing sessions. You can select an existing session or create a
new one.
According to the previous image, the Session Selection window is composed of the
following elements:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

New session button. It allows the creation of a new session.
Browse button. It shows the sessions folders.
View modes:
a. Alphabetical order. If enabled, it shows the list of existing sessions in
alphabetical order.
b. Recent sessions. If enabled, it shows the last-loaded sessions.
c. Filter. If enabled, it allows to enter a keyword for a research across
sessions.
Page selector. It shows the selection of session page. The Page selector
appears only if the existing sessions cannot be shown in a single page.
List of existing sessions. It shows all the existing sessions. To load an
existing session, select one or more sessions and press the OK button or
double-click on the session. For each session, a thumbnail image and the
date of the last change are shown. For standalone version, Easy Data Logger
allows the selection of more sessions from the Session Selection window.
Drive Selector. It allows the selection of the drive where the sessions are
loaded and saved. You can select either Local Drive or one of the available
cloud options. For more details, see the following sections.
Help. It allows to open Getting Started Guide and User Manual.
Select. It allows to open the selected session.
Close. It cancels the session selection.
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To create a new session, click on the New Session button. The following window will
appear.

F IGURE 17 - N EW S ESSION

WINDOW

According to the previous image, the New Session window is composed of the
following elements:
1.
2.

3.
4.

New session name. Type here a name for the new session.
Edit credentials. It allows editing the credentials used to connect with iDaq.
By default, communication parameters are:
o Address: localhost
o Port: 9000
o Password: iDaq
Ok.
Cancel.

If a new session name is entered, a folder with the name of the session will be
created in the selected drive folder.
When EDL starts and an existing session name is entered, configuration files are
loaded so that communication and application parameters, together with display
options and hardware information, are loaded.
The session folder is also used to store several information: objects settings, resource
settings, storage settings, trigger settings, etc…
All the settings are automatically saved in the session folder. In this way, it is possible
to refresh all the application parameters when an existing session is reloaded;
therefore, the user wastes no time in re-establishing them.
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O PERATIONS

ON THE EXISTING SESSIONS

From the Session Selection window, additional operations can be performed on the
existing sessions. To see the available operations, right-click on an existing session.
As reported by the following figure, Delete Session, Edit Credentials and Duplicate
Session Buttons will be shown.

F IGURE 18 - A VAILABLE

OPERATIONS ON EXISTING SESSIONS

Click on the Delete Button to delete an existing session. Click on Edit Credentials
Button to edit the communication parameter of the session.
Click on the Duplicate Button to duplicate an existing session.

S ESSIONS

ON THE C LOUD

As reported before, Easy Data Logger supports saving on the cloud. In particular, it
allows the creation of sessions on the local drive and on the cloud. As reported by the
following figure, to select the drive where sessions are loaded and saved, use the
Drive Selector.

Elements in the Drive Selector are:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Local drive. If selected, new sessions will be created in the local drive; in
particular, a folder with the name of the session will be created in
c:\iDaq\Addon data\EasyDataLogger. Moreover, if Local Drive is selected,
only the existing sessions previously saved in the local drive will be shown.
Drop Box. If selected, it creates new sessions on Drop Box cloud and only the
sessions previously saved in the Drop Box cloud will be shown. Notice that to
save sessions data on Drop Box cloud, the Synchronizer Drop Box software
must be on the PC in use.
Google Drive. If selected, it creates new sessions on Google Drive cloud and
only the sessions previously saved on Google Drive cloud will be shown.
Notice that to save sessions data on Google Drive cloud, the Synchronizer
Google Drive software must be on the PC in use.
One Drive. If selected, it creates new sessions on One Drive cloud and only
the sessions previously saved on One Drive cloud will be shown. Notice that
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to save sessions data on One Drive cloud, the Synchronizer One Drive
software must be on the PC in use.
For the configuration of Drop Box, Google Drive, and One Drive, right click on the
relative icon in the Drive Selector.

C REATING NEW OBJECTS
As mentioned before, EDL supports different types of objects and resources. EDL has
two procedures for the creation of new objects.

M ETHOD 1: C REATING

OBJECTS FROM RESOURCES

The first available approach is to create objects starting from the list of available
resources. This method allows the creation of multiple objects at once. Edit mode is
not required for this procedure.
As shown in the following figure, to add new objects starting from the list of available
resources, click on Select button in the main interface and select the resource type
from which you want to create your objects.

F IGURE 19 - C REATING

OBJECTS STARTING FROM RESOURCES

For example, in order to create new objects from analog input resources, select
Analog input. As reported by the following figure, the list of all available analog input
resources will be shown.
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F IGURE 20 – R ESOURCE L IST W INDOW ( ANALOG

INPUT RESOURCES )

The Resource List Window shows all the available resources. In this example, Analog
Input resources are shown.
From the Resource list, select the resources (channels) from which you want to
create your objects and press OK button. As reported in the following figure, a Text
object will be created for each selected Analog Input resource.

F IGURE 21 - C REATING T EXT

OBJECTS FROM

A NALOG I NPUT RESOURCES

Referring to the example in the previous figure, Text objects ai0, ai1, ai2 have been
created from Analog Input resources ai0, ai1 and ai2. For each created object, the
name of the related Analog Input resource is used; notice that the object name can be
edited from the object editor. For more details, view section Single object settings.
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The same procedure can be applied for the other resources: Digital Inputs, Images,
Digital Outputs, and Analog Outputs. The following figures show examples of the
creation of object starting from Digital Inputs, Images, and Digital Outputs resources.

F IGURE 22 -C REATING LED

OBJECTS FROM

F IGURE 23 - C REATING P ICTURE

D IGITAL I NPUT RESOURCES

OBJECTS FROM I MAGE RESOURCES
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F IGURE 24 - C REATING B UTTON OBJECTS

F IGURE 25 - C REATING S LIDE O UTPUT

FROM

D IGITAL O UTPUT

OBJECTS FROM

RESOURCES

A NALOG O UTPUT

RESOURCES

Notice that Analog Input and Digital Input resources can be represented through
multiples objects. In these cases, this procedure uses the default object type. In
particular, Text and Round LED objects are used for Analog Input and Digital Input
resources, respectively. The Creation of different object types (for example Gauge
objects) can be done by using Method 2 (View Method 2: Creating objects from object
types) or using Change Type feature (View Object palette). This method cannot be
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used for the creation of multiple objects related to the same resources; in this case,
use Method 2 (View Method 2: Creating objects from object types).

R E S O U R CE L I S T
As reported before, available resources are shown in the Resource List Window. This
window shows the list of all available resources (Analog Input, Digital Input, Images,
Digital Output, or Analog Ouput) in a grid arranged according to the device they belong
to. For more clarity, different devices use different colors.

F IGURE 26 - R ESOURCE L IST W INDOW

Referring to the previous figure, Resource List window is composed of the following
elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Grid of available resources. It shows the list of all available resources
arranged by device.
Number of selected channels.
Select All. It selects all the available resources.
Select None.
Edit resource. It shows the Resource Editor (for Analog Input only). For more
details, view section Editing an Analog Input resource.
OK.
Close.

Using Method 1, any resource in the Resource List can be selected and for each
selected resource an object will be created. Vice versa, using Method 2 (Method 2:
Creating objects from object types), for all the object types except for Chart, Resource
List allows the selection of one resource for each new object. For Chart objects,
instead, Resource List Window permits to select more than one resource.
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EDITING

AN

A N AL O G I N P U T

RE S O U R CE

For Analog Input resources only, Resource Editor is available. As reported in the
following figure, to edit a resource, select it on the grid and click on Edit Button: the
Resource Editor will be shown.

F IGURE 27 - E DITING

A RESOURCE

Referring to the following window, the Resource Editor is composed of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Resource Name. It is the complete resource name of the selected resource. It
cannot be edited.
Device. It is the device name of the selected resource. It cannot be edited.
Product Type. It is the product type of the selected resource. It cannot be
edited.
Use original Name for storage. If enabled, EDL uses the channel name
defined in iDaq as channel name in the saved files. Otherwise, it uses the
name specified in the field Channel Name for storage.
Digits for storage. It represents the number of decimal digits to save the
selected resource. This value is used only for DSV file; for TDMS file it is not
considered. This field does not affect on the digits used for visualization. To
edit the number of digits used for visualization, view section Single object
settings.
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F IGURE 28 - R ESOURCE EDITOR ( FOR A NALOG I NPUT

R E MO V I N G

O BJ E CT S F RO M

ONLY )

R E S O U R CE L I S T

If some objects have been already created, when the Resource List Window is open,
resources related to them are pre-selected. If a pre-selected resource is removed,
corresponding objects will be removed too.
The following figure shows an example of object removal from the Resource List
Window.

F IGURE 29 - R EMOVING

EXISTING OBJECT FROM

R ESOURCE L IST

Referring to the previous figure, with three Text objects related to the resources ai0,
ai1 and ai2, the Resource List Window, when is opened, shows these resources
selected. By removing ai0 and ai2, correspondent objects will be removed too.
Notice that when a resource is removed from the Resource List Window, all the
related objects are removed. If more objects are related to the same removed
resource, all these objects will be removed.
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M ETHOD 2: C REATING

OBJECTS FROM OBJECT TYPES

This is the second available approach for the objects creation. Contrary to the method
1, any object type can be created directly, but one object only can be created at once.
This procedure requires EDL to be in Edit mode.
First of all, enable Edit mode by clicking on the Edit Mode button in the main window
of EDL. The Application Editor will appear (figure below).

F IGURE 30 - A CTIVATION

OF

E DIT M ODE

As shown in the following figure, to add a new object click on the Add button,
Application Editor will show the list of available objects.

F IGURE 31 - C REATING

A NEW OBJECT FROM

A PPLICATION E DITOR W INDOW

Referring to the previous figure, you can choose among different object types:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Text.
Gauge.
Horizontal slide.
Vertical slide.
Meter.
Chart.
Button.
Picture.
Round LED.
Square LED.
Slide Output.

After you select the desired object type, the Resource List Window is shown. In this
case, the Resource List window allows the selection of a resource to be related to the
object you are creating. For all the object types except for Chart, EDL allows the
selection of one resource for each new object. For Chart objects, instead, Resource
List Window permits to select more than one resource. The following figure shows an
example of how to create a Gauge object related to the resource ai10.

F IGURE 32 - E XAMPLE

OF THE CREATION OF A

G AUGE

OBJECT

As shown in the following figure, once the resource is selected, EDL shows a window
to define the object name. By default, name of the new object is composed of the
names of related resources.
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F IGURE 33 - O BJECT

NAME EDITOR

Once resource and name have been defined, object is added in the main window.

F IGURE 34 - A

NEW

G AUGE

OBJECT CREATED BY USING METHOD

2

This method can be applied for any available object. Resource List will contain
available resources according to the type of selected object. For Text, Gauge, Meter,
Slide and Chart, Analog Input resources are shown. For Button object, Digital Output
resources are shown. For Picture object, Images resources are shown. For LED
objects, Digital Input resources are shown. For Slide Output objects, Analog Output
resources are shown.
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S TART AND STOP A RECORDING SESSION
To Start/Stop a recording session, click on the Rec/Stop button. When a new
recording session starts, storage parameters are used to create your file/s. During a
recording session the recording start time and the file size are displayed in the main
interface. For more details about the storage parameters, view section Storage
Settings.
Easy Data Logger also supports programmable triggers to start and stop your
recording session. For more details about triggers, view section Trigger settings.

A PPLICATION

EDITOR

As reported before, when EDL is in Edit mode, the Application Editor is shown.

F IGURE 35 - A PPLICATION E DITOR

Referring to the previous figure, the Application Editor is composed of the following
elements:
1.

Object List. It is the list of all objects. Each row of this table corresponds to an
object in the main window of EDL. For each object, its name and style (object
type) are shown.
2. Add. It allows the creation of a new object. For more details, view Section
Method 2: Creating objects from object types.
3. Edit. It shows the object editor that allows you to edit object parameters.
Before clicking on the Edit Button, an object in the Object List must be
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4.
5.
6.

selected. If no object is selected, Edit button is disabled. For more details
about object editor, view Section Single object settings.
Remove. It removes the selected object in the Object List. If no object is
selected, Remove button is disabled.
Remove All. It removes all the objects.
Zero offset. It applies/clears Zero Offset to all the Analog Input signals. Zero
offset feature allows to subtract the signal value (the last one recorded
before this function was activated) from the signal itself. It can be very useful,
for example, to compensate offset errors occurring in acquiring signals from
sensors. As shown below, when zero offset is enabled for an object, “ZO” text
is appended to its name. Zero offset feature can be applied for Analog Input
objects only.

F IGURE 36 – C HANNEL Z ERO O FFSET

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Move mode. It enables/disables Move mode. For more details, view Section
Move mode.
Align All Objects. It performs the alignment of all the objects in the main
window of EDL. The alignment automatically places objects by arranging
them in columns. If an object has the field skip alignment enabled, skip
alignment will be disabled.
General settings. It shows the General Settings Editor. For more details, view
Section General settings.
Storage settings. It shows the Storage Settings Editor. For more details, view
Section Storage Settings.
Virtual Channels Settings. It shows the Virtual Channel Settings Editor. For
more details, view Section Virtual ChannelsVirtual Channels.
Trigger Settings. It shows the Trigger Settings Editor. For more details, view
Section Trigger settings.
Browse. It shows the storage folder.
Lock. It locks the application. For more details, view Section Lock application.
Auto Recording At Start-up. It enables/disables Recording at start-up. When it
is enabled, it restores the recording status when the EDL session is reloaded.
Notice that, if EDL is closed properly, recording is stopped before closing
application; hence, regardless of the value of Auto Recording At Start-up,
recording will be not activated when the EDL session is reloaded. Vice versa,
if EDL is not closed properly and a recording is active when the EDL is shut
down and if Auto Recording At Start-up has been enabled, recording will be
restored when the EDL session is reloaded. This feature can be useful for
unmonitored systems.
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G ENERAL

SETTINGS

To edit general settings, click on General Setting Button in the Application Editor
Window. The following window appears:

F IGURE 37 - W INDOW FOR

EDITING GENERAL SETTINGS

Referring to the previous figure, the General Setting Window is composed of:
1.

2.

Background color. It is the background color of the main window of EDL. To
change background color, click on the color box and select your favorite one.
Background color is applied when General Settings is closed. Background color is
not applied if a background image is defined.
Background image. You can also specify a background image for the main
interface. If background image field is empty, or the specified file is not valid, the
background color is used.
Background color and images are automatically saved; hence, when the session
is open, last settings are reloaded. Background image can be an useful tool. For
example, you can load a synoptic image and place objects in specific position.
You can also set objects appearance and define a specific font size, text color
and background color for every selected channel to custom your synoptic.
As reported by the following figure, the background image can be also loaded by
dragging and dropped the image file in the dedicated box in the main panel.

F IGURE 38 – D ROPPING BACKGROUND

IMAGE

The background Drag&Drop box is available when EDL is in Edit Mode only.
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3.

4.

5.

Visualization frequency. It is the rate used to update channel values in the main
panel of EDL. This value affects visualization frequency, not sampling and saving
frequencies.
Publish data to EDL Twin. If checked, your dashboard is published on iDaq
Analytics cloud.
IMPORTANT. Changes can only be made in EDL panel and only once you exit Edit
mode, iDaq Analytics session will be updated.
EDL Twin Settings. It allows you to configure EDL Twin. To make the changes
effective, restart the program.

EDL TWIN SETTINGS
The following figure shows the EDL Twin Settings Window.

F IGURE 39 – EDL T WIN S ETTINGS

1.
2.

API Key. It is an identification code for share dashboard in iDaq Analytics.
Data update frequency on dashboard. It allows you to set how long EDL Twin
updates data in the iDaq Analytics session.
IMPORTANT. The minimum value of this controller is 1 update every 10 seconds.
The maximum value of this controller is 10 updates per second (10 Hz).
View EDL Twin chapter.
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S TORAGE S ETTINGS
The application allows you to save selected resources. To edit Storage Settings, click
on Storage Setting Button in the Application Editor Window. The following window
appears:

F IGURE 40 – S TORAGE S ETTINGS E DITOR

This window permits to set the following parameters:
1.
2.

File name. It is the file name used to save Analog Inputs.
Data folder. It is the folder where recordings are saved. Default value is the
session folder.
3. File type. It is the file format used to save Analog Inputs signals. Supported
formats are TDMS file, DSV (Delimited-separated value) file, High throughput
file (high-performance binary format), FSA (Fixed Sized Ascii).
4. Frequency of saving. You can specify different value: from 1 sample/minute
up to 1000 kHz. This value is applied to Analog Input signals only, while
Images will be saved at the native frequency. The application processes
signals in order to save them in the specified frequency. For example, if you
select two signals with 1 Hz and 1 kHz of sample frequency, respectively, and
you want to save them with a frequency of 10 Hz, the application performs a
padding for the first signal and a decimation for the second signal.
For TDMS and High Throughput files, Frequency of saving allows you to
select Maintain signal rate; in this case sample frequency of signals to be
saved is unchanged.
If the required value is not present in the list, select Custom and specify the
desired value in the Custom Value field.
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5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Custom Value (Hz). It is available only if Custom frequency of saving is
selected.
Add time and Date to File Name. If it is checked, for every recording session,
time and date of the start recording event are appended to the file name. By
default, this field is TRUE.
Replace file. If enabled, existing files (with the same name of the file to be
saved) are replaced; if disabled, data is appended to existing files. Notice that
if Add time and Date to File Name is enabled Replace file flag is ignored
because a unique name is used for each file.
Add Frequency of Saving to File Name. If it is checked, for every recording
session, value of frequency of saving is appended to the file name. By default,
this field is FALSE.
Save GPS Data. It enables/disables saving of GPS data managed by iDaq. All
the data, analog input signals and locations, are saved in the same file. If
Save GPS Data is enabled but no GPS package is received from iDaq, file will
contain acquired signals only. To acquire GPS data with iDaq, use GPS
Connector for iDaq, available on iDaq ADD-ON store.
Save Additional Info. If enabled, Additional Info contained in iDaq packages is
saved together with analog input signals.
Enable Smart Channel Indexing. If enabled, if different channels with the
same name and device are saved, an index is appended to the channel name
in order to avoid channel mixing. Even if it is enabled, channel indexing is
performed only if it is necessary.
Split Recording in Multiple Files. If enabled, EDL automatically splits recording
sessions in multiple files.
Save time in UTC format. If enabled, timestamps are converted in UTC format
before saving.
Save digital data. If enabled, digital data are saved together with analog data.
If digital signals are not acquired, this option is not used.
Lilium Settings. It shows Lilium Settings, where you can choose to send the
recorded data to Lilium.
Splitting options. It is available only if Split Recording in Multiple Files is
enabled. As reported by the following figure, this button shows Splitting
Options Window.

F IGURE 41 - S PLITTING O PTION W INDOW
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This window allows you to define splitting criteria. You can specify the
number of rows per file, the number of minutes per file, or you can have a
single recording session per day.
17. Advanced settings. It shows Advanced Settings for the selected file type.
SPLITTING OPTION WINDOW
The following figure shows the Splitting Option Window.

F IGURE 42 - S PLITTING

OPTION WINDOW

Referring to the previous figure, Splitting Option Window is composed of:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Split type. It specifies the splitting criteria. You can specify the number of
rows per file, the number of minutes per file, or you can have a single
recording session per day.
Samples-minutes/Files. It is the number of rows or minutes per file
according to the selected splitting criteria.
Keep most recent files only. If enabled, only the most N recent files are
kept.
Files to be kept. It specifies the number of files to be kept. This flag is
available only if Keep most recent files only is enabled.

DSV FILES: ADVANCED SETTINGS
For this file format, data is saved in text files where columns are separated by a
specific delimiter character. To view advanced settings for DSV files, select DSV file
type and click on File Settings on the Storage Settings Window. The following window
appears:
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F IGURE 43 - A DVANCED S ETTINGS FOR DSV FILES

This window permits to set the following properties:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Delimiter. You can select standard delimiter (semicolon, comma, tab, space)
or a custom character.
Custom Delimiter. It is available only if Custom in Delimiter field is selected.
Use System Decimal Point. If enabled, the System Decimal Point system is
used, otherwise, point is used.
Apply the same digits to all channels. If it is enabled, you can set the same
number of decimal digits for all the active channels.
Digits. It is the number of decimal digits to be applied and it is available only if
Apply the same digits to all channels is enabled.
Add Waveform details. If enabled, waveform details are inserted in the DSV
file.
Header Definition. Use this button to define header fields of the DSV file.

F IGURE 44 - H EADER FIELDS DEFINITION

T D MS F I L E S : A D V A N C E D S E T T I N G S
To view advanced settings for TDMS files, select TDMS file type and click on File
Settings on the Storage Settings Window. The following window appears:
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F IGURE 45 - A DVANCED S ETTINGS FOR TDMS FILES

This window allows you to enable/disabled the TDMS defragmentation. Use this
function to clean up your TDMS file. Defragmentation is performed after competition
of the recording session.
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F SA ( F I X E D S I Z E D A S C I I ) F I L E S : A D V A N C E D S E T T I N G S
For this file format, data is saved in text files with fixed-size columns. To view
advanced settings for FSA files, select FSA file type, or click on File Settings on the
Storage Settings Window. The following window appears:

F IGURE 46 - FSA A DVANCED S ETTINGS

This window permits to set the following properties:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Header Delimiter. You can select standard delimiter (semicolon, comma, tab,
space) or a custom character.
Custom Delimiter. It is available only if Custom in Delimiter field is selected.
Use System Decimal Point. If enabled, the System Decimal Point system is
used, otherwise, point is used.
Apply the same digits to all channels. If it is enabled, you can set the same
number of decimal digits for all the active channels.
Digits. It is the number of decimal digits to be applied and it is available only if
Apply the same digits to all channels is enabled.
Header Definition. Use this button to define header fields of the FSA file.

F IGURE 47 - A DVANCED S ETTINGS FOR FSA F ILES
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FILE FORMATS
With exception for High throughput format, recorded data can be open with the most
common spreadsheet applications.
With regards to TDMS files, the name of every saved channel has the following
syntax: Channel name (X), where X is a numeric index that defines the channel
number of a specific device. For example, if the first and the last channel of a NI-9203
are saved in a TDMS file, channel names in the TDMS file will be: Channel 1 (00) and
Channel 8 (07). This numeric index, used only in TDMS file, avoids mixing data of the
channels with the same name. Without this numeric index, if two channels have the
same name, their data will not be distinguished in the TDMS file.
The following figure shows a section of a TDMS file open with a common
spreadsheet application.
Time (absolute)
01/04/2014
08:36:17,082 AM
01/04/2014
08:36:18,082 AM
01/04/2014
08:36:19,082 AM
01/04/2014
08:36:20,082 AM

F IGURE 48 - S ECTION

OF A

Time (relative) [s]

Channel 1 (00)

Channel 2 (01)

0

0,0098

0,0080

1

0,0088

0,0073

2

0,0071

0,0055

3

0,0066

0,0053

TDMS FILE

OPEN WITH A COMMON SPREADSHEET APPLICATION

LILIUM SETTINGS
To view Lilium settings click on Lilium Settings icon on the Storage Settings Window.
The following window appears:

F IGURE 49 - L ILIUM S ETTINGS
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This window is composed by the following elements:
1.
2.
3.

Feed Lilium Assembly Lines. If enabled, iDaq sends the recorded data to Lilium
Assembly Lines.
Lilium Base Folder. By default, Lilium base folder is c:\Lilium 2016. If it is
somewhere else, specify the base folder of Lilium.
Lilium Assembly Lines. Mark the assembly lines you want to feed.
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V IRTUAL C HANNELS
EDL allows you to define virtual channels calculated from real-time analog input
signals. To edit Virtual Channels List, click on Virtual Channels Button in the
Application Editor Window. The following window appears:

F IGURE 50 - V IRTUAL

CHANNEL LIST

This window is composed of the following elements:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Virtual channels list.
Add. It allows the creation of a new virtual channel. Once a virtual channel is
created, you will find it in the resource list, as a new analog input resource.
Edit. It allows the editing of an existing virtual channel. Before clicking on the
Edit Button, a channel in the Virtual Channels List must be selected. If no
virtual channel is selected, Edit button is disabled.
Remove. It removes the selected virtual channel. If no virtual channel
selected, Remove button is disabled.
OK.
Cancel.

As reported by the following figure, by clicking on Add button, the Virtual channel
selector Window appears

F IGURE 51 - V IRTUAL C HANNEL S ELECTOR W INDOW
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This window allows the selection of the virtual channel type to be created. By default,
EDL supports Math and Power virtual channel types.

M AT H

V I R TU AL C H AN N E L

The Math virtual channel calculates channels through a formula. The following figure
shows the editor for this type of channel:

F IGURE 52 – M ATH

VIRTUAL

C HANNEL

EDITOR

Referring to the previous figure, the Math Virtual Channel editor is composed of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Name. Name of the virtual channel.
Min. Minimum expected value.
Max. Maximum expected value.
Unit.
Formula. It allows you to specify the relation you want to establish between
different channels.
Variable table. It contains the list of variables; each variable corresponds to a
physical resource. Double click on a variable to add it in the formula field.

POWER

V I RT U AL CH A N N E L

Power virtual channels performs built-in operations to calculate real, reactive or
apparent power. The Power Virtual Channel calculator automatically computes the
following operation:
Real Power = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆1 ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆2 ∗ cos 𝜑𝜑

Reactive Power =𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆1 ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆2 ∗ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
Apparent Power = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆1 ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆2
With 𝜑𝜑 = 𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
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The following figure shows the editor for this type of channel:

F IGURE 53 – P OWER

VIRTUAL

C HANNEL EDITOR

Referring to the previous figure, the Power Virtual Channel editor is composed of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Name. Name of the virtual channel.
Min. Minimum expected value.
Max. Maximum expected value.
Unit.
Power type. Real, reactive or apparent power.
Voltage Signal. It represents the channel name of the voltage signal.
Current Signal. It represents the channel name of the current signal.
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T RIGGER

SETTINGS

Triggers are rules that EDL uses to start and stop recording sessions
programmatically. Triggers can be defined as conditions on acquired signals or
timestamps (for example a trigger could switch on when a signal moves out a
specific range of values and another trigger could switch when a selected time is
reached). Regardless of the trigger type, triggers are divided into two groups: start
triggers, that start a recording session, and stop triggers that stop a recording
session. Moreover, you can define a list of actions to be executed when a start or stop
trigger occurs.
To create, remove or edit a trigger, click on the Trigger Setting button in the
Application Editor Window. The following window appears:

F IGURE 54 – T RIGGER M ANAGER W INDOW

Referring to the previous figure, the Trigger Manager Window is composed of:
1.
2.
3.

Start Trigger List.
Add Start Trigger. It allows the creation of a new trigger. For more details, view
section Creating a new trigger.
Edit Start Trigger. It allows editing of settings of the selected trigger in the Start
Trigger List.
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4.

Edit Actions List for Start Trigger. It shows the Action Manager Window for
editing the list of actions to be done when a trigger occurs. For more details, view
section Actions.
5. Remove Start Trigger. It removes the selected trigger in the Start Trigger List.
6. Pre “Start” Recording Time. It allows you to start the recording session a certain
number of seconds before that the start trigger switches.
7. Stop Trigger List.
8. Add Stop Trigger. It allows the creation of a new trigger. For more details, view
section Creating a new trigger.
9. Edit Stop Trigger. It allows you to change settings of the selected trigger in the
Stop Trigger List.
10. Edit Actions List for Stop Trigger. It shows the Action Manager Window for
editing the list of actions to be done when a trigger occurs. For more details, view
section Actions.
11. Remove Stop Trigger. It removes the selected trigger in the Stop Trigger List.
12. Pre “Stop” Recording Time. It allows you to stop the recording session a certain
number of seconds after that the stop trigger occurs.

C RE A TI N G

A N E W T RI G G E R

To create a new trigger, click on Add Start Trigger or Add Stop Trigger Button in the
Application Editor Window. The Trigger Selection Window appears:

F IGURE 55 - T RIGGER S ELECTION W INDOW

This window shows all the available trigger types. To select a trigger, click on the
desired type and press OK Button. Supported triggers are described in the following
sections.
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CROSSING VALUE
This trigger switches when a signal crosses a selected analog value. The following
figure illustrates the trigger editor with its parameters.

F IGURE 56 - S ETTING W INDOW FOR C ROSSING V ALUE T RIGGER

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Description. it indicates the trigger name.
Direction. It defines the trigger behaviour:
o Minus-plus the trigger switches when the signal crosses the trigger
value, coming from a value lower than Trigger value
o Plus-minus the trigger switches when the signal crosses the trigger
value, coming from value greater than Trigger value
Trigger Value. It defines the Analog value that makes the trigger switch.
Arm value. It is the value that arms the trigger.
Channel. It is the Analog input channel on which the trigger is evaluated.
Global Trigger. It allows the definition of a global trigger. Global triggers are
triggers that enable you to start/stop recording sessions belonging to
different EDL instances.
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IN OUT RANGE
This trigger switches when an analog signal moves inside/outside of a certain range.
Range is defined by two values expressed in the unit of measurement of the selected
channel.
The following figure illustrates the trigger editor window:

F IGURE 57 - S ETTING W INDOW FOR I N O UT R ANGE T RIGGER

This trigger is described by the following fields:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Description. it indicates the trigger name.
Switch rule: it allows you to define if the trigger switches when the signal is
inside or outside of a certain range.
Upper bound: it defines the upper bound of the range.
Lower bound: it defines the lower bound of the range.
Auto arm value. if the trigger has been stopped, you can define an Auto arm
value that re-enables the Trigger.
Channel. it is the Analog input channel on which the trigger is evaluated.
Auto-arm. If enabled, the trigger is re-armed automatically every time it
switches. If this field is disabled, once the trigger switches, it is not re-armed.
Global Trigger. It allows the definition of a global trigger.
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SELECT TIME(S)
This trigger switches when computer clock reaches a specific time(s). You can
specify a list of times at which the trigger has to switch. Switch times are set with the
standard Windows calendar, but only time value is actually considered to decide if the
trigger has to switch. Date values are always discarded. The following figure shows
the trigger editor with its parameters.

F IGURE 58 - S ETTING W INDOW

FOR

S ELECT T IME T RIGGER

This trigger is described by the following fields:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Description. it indicates the trigger name.
Auto-arm. If enabled, the trigger is re-armed automatically every time it
switches. If this field is disabled, once the trigger switches, it is not re-armed
Switch Time List. It provides you with a resuming list of all the “Switched
times” set in the Switch Time editor. Clicking the ADD button you can add
more Switch time settings, while clicking the Remove button allows you to
delete a selected one if it is no more necessary.
Add. It allows you to add an element in the Switch Time List.
Remove. It removes the selected element in the Switch Time List.
Global Trigger. It allows the definition of a global trigger.
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ELAPSED TIME
This trigger switches after a specific time being from the last trigger event. The
following figure shows the trigger editor with its parameters.

F IGURE 59 - S ETTING W INDOW FOR E LAPSED T IME T RIGGER

This trigger is described by the following fields:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Description. it indicates the trigger name.
Switch time (sec.). it defines how much time should be passed before the
recording session starts. It works like a timer.
Auto-arm. If enabled, the trigger is re-armed automatically every time it
switches. If this field is disabled, once the trigger switches, it is not re-armed
Global Trigger. It allows the definition of a global trigger.
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DIGITAL LINE CHANGE
This trigger switches when a digital line has a specific value. The following figure
shows the trigger editor with its parameters.

F IGURE 60 - S ETTING W INDOW FOR D IGITAL L INE T RIGGER

This trigger is described by the following fields:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Description. it indicates the trigger name.
Switch front. It specifies it trigger switches on the rising or falling edge.
Auto-arm. If enabled, the trigger is re-armed automatically every time it
switches. If this field is disabled, once the trigger switches, it is not re-armed.
Digital Line. It is the digital line related to the trigger.
Global Trigger. It allows the definition of a global trigger.
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GPS POSITION CHANGED
This trigger switches when acquired position (acquired GPS data) changes of a
specific value and it can be useful for in-vehicle systems. The following figure shows
the trigger editor with its parameters.

F IGURE 61 - S ETTING W INDOW FOR GPS T RIGGER

This trigger is described by the following fields:
1. Description. it indicates the trigger name.
2. Space Resolution. If is the minimum position displacement required by the
trigger for switching.
3. Auto-arm. If enabled, the trigger is re-armed automatically every time it
switches. If this field is disabled, once the trigger switches, it is not re-armed
4. Global Trigger. It allows the definition of a global trigger.
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TOKEN TRIGGER
This trigger is switches when a specific condition is verified on the Additional Info
field.

F IGURE 62 - S ETTING W INDOW FOR T OKEN TRIGGER

This trigger is described by the following fields:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Description. it indicates the trigger name.
Token. It is a text whose presence is verified in the Additional Info field.
Switch Condition. It allows you to set one of the following options:
o Has. Trigger switches if the Additional Info contains the token.
o “==”. Trigger switches if the Additional Info corresponds with the
token.
o “!=”Has. Trigger switches if the Additional Info does not correspond
with the token.
Search on data coming from. It specifies the device on which the Token
control is performed.
Auto-arm. If enabled, the trigger is re-armed automatically every time it
switches. If this field is disabled, once the trigger switches, it is not re-armed.
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GLOBAL TRIGGER
Global triggers are triggers that enable you to start/stop recording sessions on
different application instances.

F IGURE 63 - S ETTING W INDOW FOR G LOBAL T RIGGER

For example, consider two instances of EDL that are running simultaneously (EDL 1
and EDL 2). You can create any trigger in EDL1 and relate it to a global trigger defined
in EDL 2; when the trigger in EDL 1 switches, the global trigger will switch in the EDL 2
too. Referring to the previous figure, Access Key used in EDL 1 and EDL 2 must
match.
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A CTIONS
As mentioned before, you can define a list of actions to be executed when a trigger
switches. To edit an action list, click on Edit Actions List for Start Trigger or Edit
Actions List for Stop Trigger from the Trigger Manager Window. The following
window appear.

F IGURE 64 - A CTIONS M ANAGER W INDOW

The Action Manager Window is composed of the following elements:
1.
2.

Action List. It is the list of action to be executed when a trigger switches.
Add. It allows the creation of a new action to be inserted in the Action List.
When this button is pressed, you can choose one of the available actions and
edit it (See figure below).

F IGURE 65 - A CTION S ELECTION W INDOW

Available actions are explained in detail in the following sections.
3.
4.

Edit. It allows you to edit the action selected in the Action List.
Remove. It removes the selected action.

Supported triggers are described in the following sections.
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SET THE VALUE OF DIGITAL LINE
This action sets the value of a digital output when a trigger event occurs. The
following figure shows the action editor with its parameters.

F IGURE 66 - S ETTING W INDOW FOR S ET D IGITAL L INE A CTION

Editor of this action is composed of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Description. it indicates the action name.
Digital output list. It is the list of digital output to be set when the action is
executed.
Edit. It allows you to edit the element selected in the Digital output list.
Add. It allows you to add a new digital line in the Digital output list.
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SET ANALOG OUTPUT VALUE
This action sets the value of a digital output when a trigger event occurs. The
following figure shows the action editor with its parameters.

F IGURE 67 - S ETTING W INDOW FOR S ET

ANALOG

O UTPUT A CTION

Editor of this action is composed of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Description. it indicates the action name.
Analog output list. It is the list of analog output to be set when the action is
executed.
Edit. It allows you to edit the element selected in the Digital output list.
Add. It allows you to add a new digital line in the Digital output list.
Remove. It removes the element selected in the list.
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SOUND
This action plays a beep sound when a trigger event occurs. The following figure
shows the action editor with its parameters.

F IGURE 68 - S ETTING W INDOW FOR S OUND A CTION

Editor of this action is composed of:
1.
2.
3.

Description. it indicates the action name.
Sound type. You can choose among: standard beep, long beep or short beep.
Repetitions.
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LOG EVENT
This action adds a record in a log file when a trigger event occurs. The following
figure shows the action editor with its parameters.

F IGURE 69 - S ETTING W INDOW FOR L OG A CTION

Editor of this action is composed of:
1.
2.
3.

Description. it indicates the action name.
Log File folder. It is the folder where the log file is saved.
Test. Press this button to test the action.
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WHATSAPP MESSAGE
This action sends a WhatsApp message to a specific number when a trigger event
occurs. The following figure shows the action editor with its parameters.

F IGURE 70 - S ETTING W INDOW FOR W HATS A PP A CTION

Editor of this action is composed of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Description. it indicates the action name.
Recipient phone number. Notice that the country code must be included in
the phone number.
Phone book. It allows you to save numbers on the phone book, to edit an
existing contact, and to select a number from the phone book.
Message text.
Test. Press this button to send a test message.
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E -M A I L
This action sends an e-mail to a specific recipient when a trigger event occurs. The
following figure shows the action editor with its parameters.

F IGURE 71 - S ETTING W INDOW FOR E-M AIL A CTION

Editor of this action is composed of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Description. it indicates the action name.
Recipient address.
Address book. It allows you to save e-mail addresses on the address book, to
edit an existing contact, and to select an e-mail from the address book.
Subject.
Object.
Test. Press this button to send a test message.
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SHUTDOWN
This action shutdowns iDaq or the computer when a trigger event occurs. The
following figure shows the action editor with its parameters.

F IGURE 72 - S ETTING W INDOW FOR S HUTDOWN A CTION

Editor of this action is composed of:
1.
2.

Description. it indicates the action name.
Mode. You can shut down iDaq or the computer.
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RUN COMMAND LINE
This action executes a system command. With this action you execute a system-level
command line that can include any parameters supported by the application you
want to launch. The following figure shows the action editor with its parameters.

F IGURE 73 - S ETTING W INDOW FOR C OMMAND L INE A CTION

Editor of this action is composed of:
1.
2.
3.

Description. it indicates the action name.
Command.
Test. Press this button to test your command.
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R U N DI A D E M S C R I P T
This action launches a DIAdem script. With this action you can automatically postprocess saved data in DIAdem.

F IGURE 74 - S ETTING W INDOW FOR DIA DEM S CRIPT A CTION

Editor of this action is composed of:
1.
2.
3.

Description. it indicates the action name.
Script File Path. It is the file path of the DIAdem script.
Test. Press this button to define the DIAdem scripts folder.
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TEXT TO SPEECH
This action reproduces a text using the installed vocal synthesizer. The following
figure shows the action editor with its parameters.

F IGURE 75 - S ETTING W INDOW FOR T EXT TO S PEECH A CTION

Editor of this action is composed of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Description. it indicates the action name.
Text. It is the text to be reproduced.
Rate. It is the voice speed.
Test. Press this button to test your command.
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CHANGE PROJECT
This action opens a new iDaq project or loads an existing one.

F IGURE 76 - S ETTING W INDOW FOR C HANGE P ROJECT A CTION

Editor of this action is composed of:
1.
2.
3.

Description. it indicates the action name.
Action Type. Open a new project or Load an existing project.
Project path.
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SEND MESSAGE TO A DEVICE
This action sends one or more messages to a smart iDaq device (like CompactRIO
device).

F IGURE 77 - S ETTING W INDOW FOR S END M ESSAGE A CTION

Editor of this action is composed of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Description. it indicates the action name.
Message list. It is the list of messages to send when the action is executed.
Edit. It allows you to edit the element selected in the list.
Add. It allows you to add a new message in the list.
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O BJECT PALETTE
Object palette is a rapid way to access both basic and advanced features of any
object. Object palettes are available in Edit mode only and they change according to
the object type. The only exception is for the Analog Input objects that visualizes a
simplified palette when Edit mode is disabled and a more complete palette when Edit
mode is enabled.
As shown in the following image, to view palette of an object, enable Edit mode and
click on any object on the main panel.

F IGURE 78 - H OW

P ALETTE

TO VIEW OBJECT PALETTE

OF ANALOG INPUT OBJECTS

The following figure shows the palette of analog input objects (Text, Gauge, Slides,
Chart, and Meter).

F IGURE 79 - P ALETTE

OF ANALOG INPUT OBJECTS

Referring to the previous figure, available objects in the analog inputs palette are:
1.
2.
3.

Object name. It shows you which object you’ve selected.
Edit. It shows the object editor that allows you to edit object parameters.
Chart. It opens a chart in a window that shows the analog input resources
related to the current object. An example of chart is shown in the following
figure.
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F IGURE 80 – E XAMPLE

OF A CHART

To get more details about Charts, view section.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Grow text font. It increases the text font size.
Shrink text font. It decreases the text font size.
Remove. It removes the object.
Arrow object. It allows you to draw an arrow to connect object to the
background image.
8. Clean arrow. It allows you to delete all arrow defined for the selected object.
9. Zero Offset. It applies/clears Zero Offset for all the analog input resources
related to the object.
10. Change type. It allows you to change the object style. By clicking on this
button, the Change Style Window is shown:

F IGURE 81 - C HANGE S TYLE W INDOW

FOR ANALOG INPUT OBJECTS

Change Style Window allows you the change the object style without creating
a new object. To change the style of the object, from the Change Style Window
click on the desired object style. Common object properties are maintained.
11. Voice. It adds the analog input resources related to the object to the list of
Text-to-Speech Manager Window. If Text-to-Speech Manager Window is
closed, it is open. For more details, view Section Text to speech.
12. Move Mode. It enables Move mode. For more details, view Section Move
mode.
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13. Align All Objects. It performs the alignment of all the objects in the main
window of EDL. The alignment automatically places objects by arranging
them in columns. If an object has the field skip alignment enabled, it is
ignored.
14. Text color. It allows you to change the text color.
15. Close Palette.
The following window shows the simplified palette for Analog Input objects.

F IGURE 82 - S IMPLIFIED PALETTE

FOR

A NALOG I NPUT

The simplified palette shows Chart and Voice features only.
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P ALETTE

OF DIGITAL INPUT OBJ ECTS

The following figure shows the palette of digital input objects (round Led and square
LED).

F IGURE 83 - P ALETTE

OF DIGITAL INPUT OBJECTS

Referring to the previous figure, available objects in the analog inputs palette are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Edit. It shows the object editor that allows you to edit object parameters.
Grow text font. It increases the text font size.
Shrink text font. It decreases the text font size.
Change type. It allows you to changes the object style. By clicking on this
button, the Change Style Window is shown:

F IGURE 84 - C HANGE S TYLE W INDOW

5.
6.
7.

8.

FOR DIGITAL INPUT OBJECTS

Remove. It removes the object.
Move Mode. It enables Move mode. For more details, view Section Move
mode.
Align All Objects. It performs the alignment of all the objects in the main
window of EDL. The alignment automatically places objects by arranging
them in columns. If an object has the field skip alignment enabled, skip
alignment will be disabled.
Close Palette.
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P ALETTE

OF BUTTONS AND PICTURE OBJECTS

The following figure shows the palette of button and picture objects.

F IGURE 85 - P ALETTE

OF

A NALOG

INPUT OBJECTS

Referring to the previous figure, available objects in the analog inputs palette are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Edit. It shows the object editor that allows you to edit object parameters.
Grow text font. It increases the text font size.
Shrink text font. It decreases the text font size.
Text color. It allows you to change the text color.
Remove. It removes the object.
Move Mode. It enables Move mode. For more details, view Section Move
mode.
Align All Objects. It performs the alignment of all the objects in the main
window of EDL. The alignment automatically places objects by arranging
them in columns. If an object has the field skip alignment enabled, skip
alignment will be disabled.
Close Palette.
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S INGLE OBJECT SETTINGS
To edit object properties, click on Edit button from the object palette or from the
Application Editor. The following window appears.

F IGURE 86 - O BJECT E DITOR W INDOW

FOR ANALOG INPUT OBJECTS

The Object Editor shown in the previous figure is the editor for Analog Input objects.
Editor of other object types are simpler.
Referring to the previous figure, available elements in the Object Editor Window are:
1.

2.
3.

Use Original Name. If enabled, the name of the related resource(s) is used to build
the object name and, if the channel name changes in iDaq, the object name will
change too.
For example, consider a Text object with Use Original Name enabled and related
to the analog input channel ai0. If in Device Settings in iDaq you change the name
of ai0 to Pressure, the new name of the Text object will be automatically set to
Pressure.
Object name. It is available only if Use Original Name is disabled.
Object Description. It is a description of the object. As reported in the following
figure, this field appears when you move the cursor over the object in the main
interface.
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F IGURE 87 - O BJECT

DESCRIPTION

4.

Text Font. You can specify the font type of the text used to display the object in
the main interface
5. Text Size. You can specify the font size of text to display the object in the main
interface
6. Text Color. It permits you to set the text color to display the object in the main
window. Default value is white.
7. Transparent Text Background. If checked, it sets transparent color for the
background. For Text object, this field is applied to the whole text while for the
other objects this field refers to their caption.
8. Text Background Color. It allows you to set the background color used to display
the object in the main window. Default value is black. For Text objects, this field
specifies the background color of the whole text, while for the others object types
this field is applied to their captions.
9. Smart text arrangement. If enabled, indicator name is arranged on more rows,
when necessary.
10. Skip object during alignment. In the main interface, you can move the indicator
and you also can perform the alignment of all the indicators. If skip alignment is
checked, this channel is not considered in the indicator alignment. When an
indicator is moved, the application automatically enables Skip object during
alignment.
11. Show arrow. If enabled, Easy Data Logger draws an arrow indicator starting at the
object. To set arrow appearance, click on the button (see the figure below).

F IGURE 88 – A RROW

APPEARANCE WINDOW

Available customization properties for arrows are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Line color.
Width. From very small to huge.
Style. Solid, dot, dash dot, dash dot dot.
Type of Line. You can set a straight line or a broken line.

To draw the object arrow, see the section Draw object arrows.
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12. Digits (Analog Input Objects). It represents the number of decimal digits used to
visualize the object. Notice that this field affects the object visualization only, not
the storage. To set the number of decimal digits to be used for saving Analog
Input resources, view section Editing an Analog Input resource.
13. Enable Threshold Evaluation (Analog Input Objects). If enabled, threshold
evaluation if performed and object color changes according to its value. When
Enable Threshold Evaluation is checked, Threshold Settings Button is enabled.
For more details about threshold evaluation, view section Threshold Evaluation.
14. X-scale. It allows the definition of the x-scale value for current object. This value is
used to define the x-scale range of floating charts and chart objects. When this
button is pressed, the X-Scale Definition Window is shown.

F IGURE 89 - X

SCALE DEFINITION WINDOW

The X-scale size affects the floating chart and the chart object.
15. Threshold Settings (Analog Input Objects). It shows the Threshold Settings
Window. For more details about threshold evaluation, view section Threshold
Evaluation.
16. Resource Selection. It shows the Resource List and allows you change the
resource related to the object without having to create another one. From the
Resource List, you can also edit any available resource. For more details about
Resource List view section Resource List.
17. Advance Settings. It shows the Advanced Settings Window for the object. The
Advanced Settings Window changes according to the object type. For more
details, view section Advanced Settings.
18. OK.
19. Cancel.
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T HRESHOLD E VALUATION
For Analog Input Objects, threshold evaluation can be performed. This feature allows
you to define a range and, starting from this range, object colors changes according to
its value. For all the Analog Input object types except for Chart, the value of the
related Analog Input resource is directly used to evaluate threshold status. For Chart
objects, threshold evaluation is applied to all the related resources; if at least a
resource is out of range, the Chart object is considered out of range too. Moreover,
EDL allows you to create a start and a stop trigger from the defined threshold range.
The following figure shows an example of in-range and out-of-range objects.

F IGURE 90 - E XAMPLE

OF IN - RANGE AND OUT - OF - RANGE OBJECTS

(T HRESHOLD RANGE

IS

3–8V

FOR BOTH OBJECTS )

To set threshold values and color, open the Threshold Settings Window by clicking on
the Threshold Settings Button in the Object Editor Window. The following window
appears:

F IGURE 91 - T HRESHOLD S ETTINGS W INDOW
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The Threshold Settings Window is composed of:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Threshold Value Max. It is the maximum value of the threshold.
Threshold Value Min. It is the minimum value of the threshold.
Out of Range Color. It is the color used when the object is out of threshold. In
particular, when the object is in threshold colors defined in the Object Editor
Window and in the Advanced Settings Window are used; when the object is
out-of-threshold Out of Range Color is used.
Relate Trigger. It allows the creation of a start and/or stop trigger from the
defined threshold range.
Start Trigger. It is available only if Relate Trigger is checked. If Start Trigger is
enabled, a start trigger that switches when the signal(s) is in or out of range is
created. As reported by the following figure, to set the switch condition (in or
out of range) use the buttons near the Start Trigger checkbox.

F IGURE 92 - S WITCH

6.

CONDITION FOR TRIGGERS CREATED FROM THRESHOLD

Stop Trigger. It is available only if Relate Trigger is checked. If Stop Trigger is
enabled, a stop trigger that switches when the signal(s) is in or out of range is
created. To set the switch condition (in or out of range) use the buttons near
the Stop Trigger checkbox.

These triggers are automatically created from the threshold range and they are
analog to the In Out Range Triggers, explained in the section Trigger settings.
When the object is deleted or if the threshold evaluation is disabled, these triggers are
automatically removed.

A DVANC ED S ETTINGS
Objects could have an Advanced Settings Window that allows the editing of several
parameters. Advanced Settings Window is shown by clicking on Advanced Settings
Button in the Object Editor Window. The following sections describe the Advanced
Settings Window for each object.
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A D V AN C E D S E TT I N G S : T E X T
The following figure shows the Advanced Settings Window for Text objects.

F IGURE 93 - A DVANCED S ETTINGS W INDOW FOR T EXT

OBJECTS

Available elements in the Advanced Settings Window for Text objects are:
1.

Text Style. As reported in the following figure, text can be arranged on
one or two lines.

F IGURE 94 - T EXT

2.
3.

ON ONE LINE AND TWO LINES

Justification. It is available only if text on two lines is selected. Available
values for Justification are: left, center, or right.
Preview.
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A D V AN C E D S E TT I N G S : G A U G E
The following figure shows the Advanced Settings Window for Gauge objects.

F IGURE 95 - A DVANCED S ETTINGS W INDOW FOR G AUGE

OBJECTS

Available elements in the Advanced Settings Window for Gauge objects are:
1.
2.
3.

Needle Color.
Border Color.
Transparent Background. If enabled, background color is set to
transparent, otherwise Background color is used.
4. Background Color.
5. Use iDaq Range. If enabled, the scale range of the related analog input
resource defined in iDaq is used to set the gauge scale range. Hence,
every time that channel range specified in iDaq changes, the gauge scale
range changes too.
6. Max Scale Value. It is available only if Use iDaq Range is unchecked.
7. Min Scale Value. It is available only if Use iDaq Range is unchecked.
8. Visible Scale.
9. Scale Color. It is available only if Visible Scale is checked.
10. Show numeric value. As reported in the figure below, if it is enabled, realtime numeric value is shown together with the object name.
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F IGURE 96 - S HOW N UMERIC V ALUE

11. Preview.
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A D V AN C E D S E TT I N G S : C H A R T
The following figure shows the Advanced Settings Window for Chart objects.

F IGURE 97 - A DVANCED S ETTINGS W INDOW FOR C HART

OBJECTS

Available elements in the Advanced Settings Window for Chart objects are:
1.
2.

Background Color.
Trace Colors. They are the color of the first three traces. Color of the
other traces are set automatically.
3. Major Grid Color.
4. Autoscale.
5. Visible Scale.
6. Scale Color. It is available only if Visible Scale is checked.
7. Use iDaq Range. If enabled, the scale ranges of the related analog input
resources defined in iDaq are used to set the chart scale range. If the
Chart object has more than one Analog Input resources, Min and Max of
all t
8. Max Scale Value. It is available only if Use iDaq Range is unchecked.
9. Min Scale Value. It is available only if Use iDaq Range is unchecked.
10. Show numeric value. As reported in the Figure 90, if it is enabled, realtime numeric value is shown together with the object name.
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11. Preview.

A D V AN C E D S E TT I N G S : H O RI ZO N T AL

AN D

V E R TI C AL S L I D E

The following figure shows the Advanced Settings Window for Slide objects
(Horizontal and Vertical Slide).

F IGURE 98 - A DVANCED S ETTINGS W INDOW FOR S LIDE

OBJECTS

Available elements in the Advanced Settings Window for Slide objects are:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Slide Color.
Fill Color.
Use iDaq Range. If enabled, the scale range of the related analog input
resource defined in iDaq is used to set the slide scale range. Hence, every
time a channel range specified in iDaq changes, the slide scale range
changes too.
Max Scale Value. It is available only if Use iDaq Range is unchecked.
Min Scale Value. It is available only if Use iDaq Range is unchecked.
Visible Scale.
Scale Color. It is available only if Visible Scale is checked.
Show numeric value. As reported in the Figure 90, if it is enabled, realtime numeric value is shown together with the object name.
Preview.
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A D V AN C E D S E TT I N G S : M E TE R
The following figure shows the Advanced Settings Window for Meter objects.

F IGURE 99 - A DVANCED S ETTINGS W INDOW FOR M ETER

OBJECTS

Available elements in the Advanced Settings Window for Meter objects are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Needle Color.
Transparent Background. If enabled, background color is set to
transparent, otherwise Background color is used.
Background Color.
Transparent Border Background.
Border Color.
Visible Scale.
Text Scale Color. It is available only if Visible Scale is checked.
Scale Colors. They are the color of the scale ramp and are available only
if Visible Scale is checked.
Use iDaq Range. If enabled, the scale range of the related analog input
resource defined in iDaq is used to set the meter scale range. Hence,
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10.
11.
12.
13.

every time that channel range specified in iDaq changes, the meter scale
range changes too.
Max Scale Value. It is available only if Use iDaq Range is unchecked.
Min Scale Value. It is available only if Use iDaq Range is unchecked.
Show numeric value. As reported in the Figure 90, if it is enabled, realtime numeric value is shown together with the object name.
Preview.

A D V AN C E D S E TT I N G S : R O U N D

AND

S Q U A RE LED

The following figure shows the Advanced Settings Window for LED objects.

F IGURE 100 - A DVANCED S ETTINGS W INDOW

FOR

LED

OBJECTS

Available elements in the Advanced Settings Window for Button objects are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Color ON. It is the color used when the LED is ON.
Color OFF. It is the color used when the LED is OFF.
Show Boolean Text. If enabled, status text is shown.
ON Text. It is the status text shown when the LED is ON and it is available
only if Show Boolean Text is checked.
OFF Text. It is the status text shown when the LED is OFF and it is
available only if Show Boolean Text is checked.
Text Color. It is the color of the status text.
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A D V AN C E D S E TT I N G S : S L I D E O U TP U T
The following figure shows the Advanced Settings Window for Slide Output objects.

F IGURE 101 - A DVANCED S ETTINGS W INDOW

FOR

B UTTON

OBJECTS

Available elements in the Advanced Settings Window for Button objects are:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Slide Color.
Fill Color.
Use iDaq Range. If enabled, the scale range of the related analog ouput
resource defined in iDaq is used to set the slide scale range. Hence, every
time a channel range specified in iDaq changes, the slide scale range
changes too.
Max Scale Value. It is available only if Use iDaq Range is unchecked.
Min Scale Value. It is available only if Use iDaq Range is unchecked.
Visible Scale.
Scale Color. It is available only if Visible Scale is checked.
Show numeric value. If it is enabled, real-time numeric value is shown
together with the object name.
Preview.
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A D V AN C E D S E TT I N G S : B U TTO N
The following figure shows the Advanced Settings Window for Button objects.

F IGURE 102 - A DVANCED S ETTINGS W INDOW

FOR

B UTTON

OBJECTS

Available elements in the Advanced Settings Window for Button objects are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Text ON. It is the text shown when the Button is ON.
Text OFF. It is the text shown when the Button is OFF.
Text Color. It is the color of Button text.
Color ON. It is the color used when the Button is ON.
Color OFF. It is the color used when the Button is OFF.
Preview.
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A D V AN C E D S E TT I N G S : P I C TU RE
The following figure shows the Advanced Settings Window for Picture objects.

F IGURE 103 - A DVANCED S ETTINGS W INDOW

FOR

P ICTURE

OBJECTS

Available elements in the Advanced Settings Window for Picture objects are:
1.
2.
3.

Autozoom. If checked, zoom is automatically set in order to fit acquired
images to the Picture object.
Zoom Factor. It is the manual zoom and is available only if Autozoom is
unchecked.
Preview.
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D RAW OBJECT ARROWS
Easy Data Logger allows to draw an arrow for each object in the main panel. Arrows
are drawn starting at the object center. This feature is useful when a background
image is placed in the main panel. Arrow can be used to identify the sensor positions.
Arrows are drawn in two methods.

M ETHOD 1: W ITH CTRL

BUTTON

•

Enable Edit Mode

•

CTRL+Click on the object: the mouse pointer will turn into a pencil

•

Click on the target position of the arrow.

F IGURE 104 – D RAWING

M ETHOD 2: F ROM

T HE

OBJECT ARROW WITH METHOD

O BJECT

1

PALETTE

•

Enable Edit mode

•
•

Open the object palette
Click on the Draw Arrow Button. The palette will close and the mouse pointer
will turn into a pencil.

•

Click on the target position of the arrow.

F IGURE 105 – D RAWING

OBJECT ARROW WITH METHOD

To edit arrow appearance, view section Object palette.
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C HART OF ANALOG INPUT RESOURCES
As mentioned before, EDL allows you to see a chart of any Analog Input objects. An
example of chart is shown in the following figure.

F IGURE 106 – C HART

OF A SPECIFIC CHANNEL

According to the previous images, chart window is composed of the following
elements:
1.

Analog Input name. It is the name of the resource shown. Notice that may
different from the object name.
2. Chart.
3. Min value. It is the minimum registered value.
4. Real-time value.
5. Max value. It is the maximum registered value.
6. Reset. It resets min and max values.
7. Acquisition frequency. It is the frequency used to visualize acquired signal.
8. Trace color.
9. Play/pause acquisition.
10. Close Chart.
11. Advanced features. It contains the following buttons:
a. Frequency. It Is the sample frequency of the visualized signals. When
this button is pressed, the following window is shown.
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F IGURE 107 - S AMPLING R ATE W INDOW

b.
c.
d.

From the Sampling Rate Window, move the slide and choose the
desired sampling rate.
Clear chart.
Autoscale. It enables/disables autoscale
Set time scale. It allows you to set the range of time scale. When This
button is pressed, the following window is shown.

F IGURE 108 – X S CALE W INDOW

From the X Scale Window, move the slide and choose the desired
value.
e. Line width. It allows you to selected line width among thin, medium
and thick.
f. Exportation palette. It allows you to performs one of the following
operation:
i. Export data to clipboard.
ii. Export chart image to clipboard.
iii. Export data to file. Exported file is saved in the session
folder.
iv. Export chart image to file. Exported file is saved in the
session folder.
12. Shows/hides advanced features.
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T EXT TO SPEECH
For Analog Input resources, EDL supports text-to-speech feature that reads channel
name, value and unit of measurement. Use the object palette to add an element to the
text-to-speech list. When text-to-speech feature is applied on an Analog Input object,
the Text-To-Speech Window (see following figure) appears and all the related
resources are added to the signals list to be read.

F IGURE 109 – T EXT -T O -S PEECH W INDOW

This window shows the list of channel to be read. EDL continuously reads all the
channels in the list. In particular, the Text-To-Speech Window is composed of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

List of channels to be read.
Mute.
Remove. It removes the selected element from the list of channels to be read.
When the list is empty, the Text-To-Speech Window is automatically closed.
Close. It closes the Text-To-Speech Window.
Reading period. It is the repetition time used to read the list.
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A DDITIONAL F EATURES
This section contains features and utilities not described before.

GPS D ATA

MANAGEMENT

EDL is able to acquire GPS data from iDaq. It saves GPS data together with acquired
signals. All data, signals and locations, are saved in the same file. As shown in the
following figure, when a GPS package is received, the application shows the GPS
indicator. You can view last received GPS package by hovering the mouse over GPS
indicator.

F IGURE 110- GPS

F ULL

INDICATOR WITH LAST RECEIVED LOCATION DATA

SCREEN FEATURE

To enable/disable full screen, click on Full Screen Button in the main interface. If a
background image is specified, this feature is disabled.

D ISABLING

VISUALIZATION

EDL allows you to disable the object visualization in the main panel. When
visualization is disabled, objects (text, gauge, picture, button, etc…) in the main panel
are not shown. Notice that acquisition and saving are not affected by the visualization
status.
To disable visualization, click on Disable visualization button in the main interface. To
enable visualization, re-click on Disable visualization button. The following figure
shows the main panel of EDL with disabled visualization.
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F IGURE 111 - M AIN PANEL

I NSERTION

OF

EDL

WITH DISABLED VISUALIZATION

OF A NOTE

Click on the note button in the main interface to view the Note Window.

F IGURE 112 - N OTE

WINDOW

You can insert any note about current session. EDL automatically saves it; hence,
when the session is re-open, your note is reloaded.
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L OCK

APPLICATION

EDL can be locked in order to avoid that unauthorized people apply changes. When
EDL is locked, edit mode and channel selection are disabled. To lock EDL, press Lock
button from the Application Editor and insert a code, as reported by the following
figure:

F IGURE 113 - L OCK /U NLOCK

Once the application is locked, edit mode is disabled and the lock condition is
maintained even if the application is restarted. To unlock EDL, press the unlock button
in the main panel e insert the password.

F IGURE 114 - U NLOCKING EDL
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H ELP

PALETTE

The Help Palette gives some useful features. As reported in the following figure, to
view the Help Palette, click on the Help palette button in the main interface.

F IGURE 115 - H ELP

PALETTE

Referring to the previous figure, Help Palette allows you to perform the following
operations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Edit communication parameters.
View License Manager Window. It allows you to view the license status of any
iDaq product and to activate a license.
View User Guide.
View more details about EDL.
Close.
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EDITING

CO M MU N I C AT I O N P A R A ME T E R S

To edit communication parameters, press Credential button in the Help Palette. The
following window appears:

F IGURE 116 - W INDOW FOR

THE EDITING OF COMMUNICATION PARAMETERS

Every time communication parameters are edited; they are stored in Credential.SCCT
file. When communication parameters change, EDL for iDaq must be restarted.
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EDL T WIN
The panel created with Easy Data Logger can also be displayed on iDaq Analytics
platform allowing you to view the data acquired remotely. The remote panel on iDaq
Analytics is called EDL TWIN and replicates on a web page the indicators, the
background image and the drawn arrows.
IMPORTANT. In order to remote the synoptic panel created with Easy Data Logger it
is necessary to have an account on the iDaq Analytics platform.
The EDL Twin status Window gives some useful features about the status
communication between Easy Data Logger and EDL TWIN. As reported in the
following figure, to view the EDL Twin Window, click on EDL Twin button in the main
interface.

F IGURE 117 – O PENING EDL T WIN S TATUS W INDOW

The following window appears:

F IGURE 118 – EDL T WIN
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These are the main sections that can be found in the main panel, see the numerical
references in the previous figure
1.

Authentication status. It shows the authentication status between Easy Data
Logger and EDL Twin.

IMPORTANT. If the led is turn off, you entered incorrect API credentials.

F IGURE 119 – EDL T WIN

2.

STATUS WINDOW

Updates data status. It shows the updates status of the data sent from Easy Data
Logger and received to EDL Twin.
IMPORTANT. When Easy Data Logger is in EDIT mode, this led turns off and EDL
Twin doesn’t receive updated data. When you finish to edit, this led turn on
automatically and iDaq Analytics promptly shows you your update dashboard.

F IGURE 120 – E DIT M ODE
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3.

Communication status. It warns you about any communication errors between
Easy Data Logger and EDL Twin.
For example, if there is not Internet connection this led becomes red.

F IGURE 121 – C OMMUNICATION S TATUS LED

4.
5.

6.

EDL TWIN Status. It indicates the communication status of EDL Twin.
Dashboard URL. It indicates the URL of the dashboard. It allows you to share and
see your dashboard on your own Internet Browser and you don’t need any
credential to control what you are measuring.
QR Code. It is the QR Code of the dashboard. If you have got QR Code Reader
App, you can photograph this code and see your dashboard on your device.

F IGURE 122 – EDL T WIN S ESSION
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A PPENDIX A: ICON AND SYMBOL LEGEND
OK – Confirm

General Settings

Close

Storage Settings

View Resource List

Virtual Channels

Local drive

Drop Box

Google Drive

Microsoft One Drive

Press to start a recording
session

Trigger Settings

Press to stop a recording
session

Enable all triggers

Edit mode

Disable all triggers

Browse storage folder

Enable/Disable Recording at Startup

Disable Video Updating

Split file settings

Edit notes

Advanced settings

Mute

Add signals to the Text-To-Speech
List

View chart

Increase font size

Decrease font size

Refresh

Clear graph

Edit line width

Autoscale

Edit X-Scale range

Full screen

Actions settings

View Help Palette

Threshold settings
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EDL Twin

Justification: center

Add new TEXT objects starting
from the list of available Analog
Input resources
Add new LED objects starting
from the list of available Digital
Input resources
Add new PICTURE objects
starting from the list of
available Image resources
Add new BUTTON objects
starting from the list of
available
Digital
Output
resources
Add new SLIDE OUPUT objects
starting from the list of
available
Analog
Output
resources

Justification: right

Edit
Parameters

Zero Offset

Justification: left
Edit element
Remove

Remove All

Communication

License Manager window

Move Mode

User Guide

Align all the object

Info

Edit Global Trigger

Shutdown PC

Shutdown iDaq

Out of range

In range

Lilium Settings

Recording in progress

GPS indicator
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T RIGGER I CON

LEGEND

Crossing Value

In Out Range

Selected Time(s)

Elapsed Time

Digital Line

Global

Token

GPS

A CTION I CON

LEGEND

Set the value of Digital Line

Set Analog Output Value

Sound

Log File

WhatsApp Message

E-Mail

Shutdown

Run command line

Run DIAdem Script

Text to Speech

Change Project

Send Message to a device
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A PPENDIX B: HOW TO MODIFY DEFAULT DIGITS OF
CHANNELS
To modify default digits used for channel visualization, modify file
C:\iDaq\addonData\EasyDataLogger\myRecordingSession\setup.ini where
myRecordingSession is the name of your session.
In general section modify the value of the key defaultDigitsOfPrecision. Below you can see
how the file section looks by default:
[general]
bgImagePath = ""
defaultDigitsOfPrecision=2

Changes in the file setup.ini in the session folders affect specific sessions only. If you want to
set default digits for any new session, edit file setup.ini in the application folder:
•
•

C:\iDaq\addonData\EasyDataLogger for the add-on version.
C:\Program Files (x86)\TOOLS for SMART MINDS\ Easy Data Logger 2016 for iDaq
for the stand alone version.
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U SEFUL LINKS
iDaq product page: https://www.idaq-datalogger.com/en/features
iDaq ADD-ON Store https://www.idaq-datalogger.com/en/products
Support: https://www.idaq-datalogger.com/en/support
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